Welcome to the first issue of volume 6 from Future Science OA! In this Foreword, I will take a look over both the highlights of 2019 in Future Science OA and what we can expect from 2020.
With reference lists so often hidden behind a paywall, it is fascinating to be able to see such contextual information for our articles.
Thanks to our contributors
Future Science OA would not be able to succeed without the time investment made by our contributors -this includes our excellent editorial board as well as the thousands of authors and peer reviewers we have worked with since our launch in 2015.
Looking forward to 2020
The year of 2019 has been fabulous and we have some excellent plans for 2020, too. We have recently begun hosting all of our supplementary information on Figshare, meaning that information is both easily available and citable, helping us to support the open data movement. We are also intending to integrate with bioRxiv, allowing those who post their preprints to submit straight to the journal, decreasing the time spent inputting information into submission systems. We will also be supporting the next iteration of the Future Science Future Star Award and publishing the thematic issue guest edited by this year's winner. I look forward to working with you all! Financial & competing interests disclosure F Lake is an employee of Future Science Ltd. The author has no other relevant affiliations or financial involvement with any organization or entity with a financial interest in or financial conflict with the subject matter or materials discussed in the manuscript apart from those disclosed.
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